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Montrose Environmental Group, Inc.  (“Montrose”) (NYSE: MEG) today announced the acquisition of 
TriAD Environmental Consultants, Inc. (“TriAD”), an environmental consulting services firm based in 
Tennessee with a regional client base throughout the Southeast. TriAD’s leadership team, including 
founders and principals Nancy Sullivan, Mark Hobbs and Dwight Hinch, will join Montrose’s 
Assessment, Permitting & Response (“AP&R”) segment. Terms of the transaction were not 
disclosed. 
 
Offering advanced technical assistance to commercial, industrial and governmental clients, TriAD’s 
expertise includes solid waste permitting and compliance, environmental regulatory compliance, 
environmental engineering and monitoring, site assessments and remediation, stormwater 
management, corrective action programs and air permitting services. Founded in 1996 and 
headquartered in Nashville, the company has built a strong regional reputation for providing a full 
spectrum of environmental services with quick turnaround times to private, municipal and state 
clients in the Southeast. 
 
“We are proud to attract one of the top environmental consulting firms in Nashville to our growing 
platform, which will help strengthen our AP&R segment,” said Joshua LeMaire, Chief Operating 
Officer of Montrose. “TriAD adds strong private and public relationships to Montrose’s current 
portfolio and will allow us to continue to expand our integration of environmental consulting services 
nationwide. Nancy, Mark and Dwight are exceptional and have built a first-rate team over the last 25 
years. We’re honored to add such an esteemed group of environmental consulting leaders and 
professionals to our team.” 
 
“We could not be more excited than to be joining Montrose,” Ms. Sullivan said.  “When we started 
TriAD more than two decades ago, we committed ourselves to be recognized as the best 
environmental services consultant in Tennessee. And, with today’s historic milestone, we feel our 
vision has been realized. In Montrose, we have found a partner who shares our vision and will be 
able to expand our specialized services to a broader range of clients, as well as offer expansive new 
opportunities for our employees. We look forward to working together to build and expand upon our 
success.” 
 
Link to original press release: 

https://montrose-env.com/montrose-environmental-group-acquires-triad-environmental-consultants-

inc/    
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